
Eng IV - Journals - Week 8, Sem 2 (2018) February 19-23, 2018

2-20-18: Voc. Less. 12 PQ
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as 

you go; then, follow the prompt's instructions:

who is your favorite president or haow did 
you celebrate presidents day write for the 

full tiem and reflect over it

When you have finished defining the terms and writing sentences for 
each one, please write 1-2 sentences explaining what you were 

thinking while you were writing, and label it "Reflection."
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  Today is February 20, 2018
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry (in class)
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Vocab Pre-Quiz #12
6. Group Presentations - deliver 
7. Comp/Cont Assign - Lyrical Choice
8. Exit Ticket: (Choose 1. Write 2 complete sentences, and label each.)

A. We're over halfway through our poetry unit - what types of poems 
would you like to cover? Would you rather read/discuss or write it? Explain.

B. Did you reach the objective today? Why or why not?

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

What's DUE ?
TODAY
Group 

Presentations to 
selected groups

WEDNESDAY
Lyric Poems

Daily Objective
I can ... use vocabulary according to my age/
grade level and complete tasks as assigned 
for the district-wide poetry and art contest 

and my own compositions.
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2-21-18: Voc. Less. 12 
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as you go; then, 

define and use each term in a sentence:

the doctor rhapsodized over his 
epiphany in discovering a panacea for 

a previously incurable disease his 
exhilaration caused him to be more 

voluble than normal
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

When you have finished defining the terms and writing sentences for each 
one, please write 1-2 sentences explaining what you were thinking while you 

were writing, and label it "Reflection."
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  Today is February 21, 2018
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry (in class)
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Print Flyers, Letters
6. Group Presentations - deliver 
7. Comp/Cont Assign - Pages & Original Free Poems
8. Exit Ticket: (Choose 1. Write 2 complete sentences, and label each.)

A. What have you heard about the poetry/art contest from your peers? 
Your teachers? Explain.

B. Did you reach the objective today? Why or why not?

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

What's DUE ?
TODAY

Group Contest 
Presentations 

Daily Objective
I can ... use vocabulary according to my age/
grade level and complete tasks as assigned 

for the district-wide poetry and art contest and 
my own compositions.
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2-22-18: Voc. Less. 12 
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as you go; then, 

define and use each term in a sentence:

the assiduous fashionista had a 
propensity for acquiring the newst 

trends as she lived in close 
propinquity with the hotest retail 

establishments she often reveled in 
her own glory and condescended 

toward others 
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

When you have finished defining the terms and writing sentences for each 
one, please write 1-2 sentences explaining what you were thinking while you 

were writing, and label it "Reflection."
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  Today is February 22, 2018
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry (in class)
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Contest: Ded's/Ack's
6. Comp. #7: Original Free Poem
7. Exit Ticket: (Choose 1. Write 2 complete sentences, and label each.)

A. Who is inspiring to you? Have you thought about whom you'd like to 
dedicate your work for the contest? Explain.

B. Did you reach the objective today? Why or why not?

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

What's DUE ?
TODAY

N/A

FRIDAY
Comp #7; Cont #8

Daily Objective
I can ... use vocabulary according to my age/
grade level and complete tasks as assigned 

for the district-wide poetry and art contest and 
my own compositions.
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2-23-18: Voc. Less. 12 
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as you go; then, 

define and use each term in a sentence:

all the students' physiognomies 
expresed the umbrage felt toward the 
polyphonic and inharmonious song as 

soon as it stopped he rescinded his 
wizened expression

11. physiognomy 
12. umbrage 
13. polyphonic 
14. rescind 
15. wizened 

When you have finished defining the terms and writing sentences for each 
one, please write 1-2 sentences explaining what you were thinking while you 

were writing, and label it "Reflection."
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  Today is February 23, 2018
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry (in class)
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Finalize Comp #7 - Free Poem
6. Finalize Contest Assgn. #8 - Ded./Ack.
7. Exit Ticket: (Choose 1. Write 2 complete sentences, and label each.)

A. Did you complete your original poem on time? Explain.
B. Did you reach the objective today? Why or why not?

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

What's DUE ?
TODAY

Comp. #7; 
Cont. #8

Daily Objective
I can ... use vocabulary according to my age/

grade level and complete tasks as assigned for 
the district-wide poetry and art contest and my 

own compositions.


